THE VERSATILE TURF KING

The Jacobsen Turf King 76 will do just about anything! Mow up and down grades, side-hill slopes, trim around and in between obstacles, under overhanging shrubbery... mow up to 20 acres of flat-land per day, day-in, day-out. The "King's" three articulated power reels smooth-cut ahead of all wheels. Retractable wings quickly lift for narrow passages, cut at 30° angles up or down. Exclusive variable forward speed and reverse without shifting clutches makes in and out maneuvering a snap. Bed knife adjusts in seconds without tools. Rapid transport between jobs. Rubber rollers available, also. See how much more the versatile, rugged, perfectly-balanced Turf King 76 can do for you. Phone your Jacobsen Turf Equipment Distributor or write today!

Jacobsen Manufacturing Company, Dept. SM-10, Racine, Wisconsin